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PathoPak Labelling 

Intelsius PathoPak systems are suitable for the transportation of Class 6.2 

Infectious Substances as defined by the UN model regulations for the 

transportation of dangerous goods. 

PathoPak systems are supplied with UN3373 diamond and proper shipping 

name Biological Substance, Category B pre-printed on the outer cardboard 

carton, to reduce the waste of providing multiple labels to end users. A 

separate two-part Class 6 Infectious Substance label is supplied for users 

sending Category A materials.  

It is the responsibility of the sending party to ensure it is packed and 

labelled correctly. 

Category B (UN3373) Shipments 

Pack your samples into the PathoPak as per the instructions provided, 

ensuring any glass primaries are wrapped individually in bubble wrap. 

If you are shipping UN3373 materials, you do not need to apply the Class 6 

Infectious Substance label supplied, it can be discarded. 

Complete the blank text areas for To/Consignee, From/Consignor and Nett 

Qty, Name and Telephone Number of Responsible Person. Incorrect or 

incomplete details could result in shipments being delayed or rejected. 

  

Box Rear Box Side 

*1L PathoPak used for illustrative purposes.  UN3373 markings on 800mL, 2L and 3L PathoPaks 

should be covered in the same way using the supplied label 
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Category A (UN2814 or UN2900) Shipments 

Intelsius provide two-part infectious substance labels to cover the pre-

printed UN3373 diamond and adjacent text to ensure shippers are able to 

correctly label systems containing Category A materials. 

The same label is used irrespective of if the sender is shipping UN2814 - 

Infectious Substance Affecting Humans or UN2900 - Infectious Substance, 

Affecting Animals. 

  
Small infectious substance label 
provided with PathoPak 800mL, 

PathoPak 1L and PathoPak 2L 

Large infectious substance label 
provided with PathoPak 3L 

 

Pack your samples into the PathoPak as per the instructions provided, 

ensuring any glass primaries are wrapped individually in bubble wrap. 

See the next page for label application 
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Apply the upper square section of the Infectious Substance label at 45 

degrees over the UN3373 diamond. Apply the lower rectangular section 

white label over “Biological Substance, Category B” printed adjacent to the 

diamond, as shown on the following page.  

  
 

It is important when labelling the PathoPak box that the UN marking is still 

fully visible after labelling.  

 

Example of a UN marking printed on the PathoPak 1L box 

 

It is also the responsibility of the sender to complete the blank text areas 

for To/Consignee, From/Consignor, Proper Shipping Name & Nett Qty, UN 

Number, Name and Telephone Number of Responsible Person. Incorrect or 

incomplete details could result in shipments being delayed or rejected. 

  

Box Rear Box Side 

*1L PathoPak used for illustrative purposes.  UN3373 markings on 800mL, 2L and 3L PathoPaks 

should be covered in the same way using the supplied label 


